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ABSTRACT 

In a counter experiment at the Lawrence Berkeley 

Laboratory Bevatron we have searched for the process 

K + ir vv in the kinetic energy interval 60 < T^ < 105 MeV 

and have found no examples of this decay mode. Combining 

our data with those of Klems, Hildebrand, and Stiening for 

the interval 117 < T^ < 127 MeV, we obtain the limit 

T(K+ -* ir+vv) <5.6 x 10~7 r(K+ -* all), assuming a (vector) 

+ + 
spectrum like that for K •* ir°e v. Limits are presented 

for other assumed spectra. 

viii 



CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Experimental Overview 

Klems, Hildebrand, and Stiening^" have reported a 

search for the process 

K+ -* tt+VV (1) 

using apparatus sensitive to TT+,S near the kinematic limit 

(T + = 127 MeV). We report here an extension of the search 

to the region 60 < T^+ < 105 MeV. Neither experiment has 

given evidence for this decay mode. Both may be used to 

establish a limit for the branching ratio. 

Both experiments have used the stopping K+ beam of 

the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory (LBL)'Bevatron and in both, 

+ + + counter techniques have been used to identify K -> ir -> y 

-> e+ decays, measure the TT+ range, and exclude events with 

other charged particles or gamma rays. 

In the second experiment the lead-glass gamma 

detector completely surrounded the K stopper. This arrange

ment allowed us to look for examples of process (1) at pion 

energies below that for 

1 
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K+ -> ir+ir° (2) 

(T^H- = 108 MeV) without errors due to simulation of (1) by 

(2) when the TT+ range and the ir+ - ir° angle are reduced by 

scattering. The new apparatus and its calibration are 

described in Chapter II. 

Since we do not observe the entire region of 

possible IT energies in K + IT VV, the branching ratio upper 

limit to be inferred from our results depends on the form 

assumed for the ir+ energy distribution (see Chapter III, the 

section titled Results). The 90% confidence level upper 

limits on the branching ratio T(K+ •+• ir+vv)/r (K+ -+ all) for 

the combined data from the two experiments for the three 

possible first-order current-current interactions are 

1.1 x 10-6 (scalar), 5.6 x 10~7 (vector), and 7.1 x 10~7 

(tensor). 

Theoretical Overview 

The well-known current-current theory of weak inter

actions appears to give an adequate description of all ob

served weak processes. This theory leads to divergences, 

however, when applied to second- or higher-border inter

actions, and it leads to the violation of unitarity at very 

high energies. Furthermore, it cannot explain CP violation 

or, if neutral currents are not included, empirical 
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selection rules such as the |AI| = 1/2 rule of strangeness-

changing decays. 

+ + — K + IT vv belongs to a class of reactions which 

should occur if neutral hadronic and leptonic currents 

simultaneously participate in weak interactions. These 

reactions would occur if there were a term in the weak 

Hamiltonian of the form (J0 + SD)Jlo, where (J0 + S0] is a 

neutral hadronic current consisting of strangeness*-

conserving (J0) and strangeness-changing (S0) parts, and l0 

is a neutral leptonic current. Experimentally it has been 

1_ *D Q 
known for some time (see Table 1) that if such a term 

existsj its effects are suppressed relative to those of the 

known terms involving charged currents. The present upper 

limits"^' ̂  on g + y+y~ and K£ •+• e+e~ are sufficiently 

low to exclude a term of the above form from the first-order 

theory, if one assumes that the matrix elements 1&o 10) 

and <vAvA|a„|0> (H = u,e) are of comparable magnitude (a 

kind of lepton universality), unless there is destructive 

interference between weak-electromagnetic and purely weak 

amplitudes in these decays. The combination of our result 

with the results in Table 1 indicates that a neutral current 

term should not be included in a first-order theory of weak 

interactions. 

The absence of this term can be understood within 

the current-current interaction theory in any of four ways: 
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Table 1. Experimental limits on reactions 
involving leptonic neutral currents 

o 
Reaction Branching Ratio Reference 

K+ 
+ — 

7T VV < 1.0 X 10 2 

< 1.4 X 10~6 lb 

< 5-6 X 10"7 this work*3'0 

K+ y+vvv < 6.0 X 10~6 3,4d 

K+ -b  + + — 
IT e e < 2.5 X 10"6 5 

< 4.4 X 10"6 6 

< 4.0 X 10"7 7e 

< 3-5 X 10"7 8e 

K+ -> 
+ + — 

ir y y < 3-0 X 10"6 9 

< 2.4 X 10~G 6 

K+ ->• 
+ O + — ir ir°e e < 8.0 X 1(T6 10 

KL 
-> 

± y e < 1.0 X IO-11 llf 

< 9.0 X 10"6 12 

< 8.0 X 1CT6 13 

< 1.8 X 1CT9 14,15 
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Table 1. Experimental limits on reactions 
involving leptonic neutral currents 

(continued) 

Reaction Branching Ratioa Reference 

KL 
->• e+e" < 1.6 X LO-" 16 

< 1.8 X 10"s 12 

< 1.5 X 10~7 

< 1.8 X 10~9 14,15 

KL 
->- vV < 2.0 X io 16 

< 1.6 X 10~6 12 

< 2.1 X 10"7 17 

< 2.6 X 10~8 18 

< 2.0 X 10~9 1*1,15 

~ 10.0 X 10"9 19e' 

KL 
-> 

+ — + — n it e e < 3.0 X 10~5 20 

KS 
-> 

+ — P V < 7-3 X 10~5 13 

< 9-7 X 10~5 21s 

< 7.3 X 10"6 22 

< 4.0 X 10"7 23e 
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Table 1. Experimental limits on reactions 
involving leptonic neutral currents 

(continued) 

Reaction Cross-Section Reference 

v e' e •* v e~ e < "° aV-A 24,25 

CD
 CD
 -> v e~ e < 4 "y-A 26 

v e" y •+ v e~ y < O-21 °V-A 27 

V vyp < 0.12 cr(v̂ n -> y~p) 28 

ved 
-> venP < 60 cr(ved -> nne+) 29f 

v p yF 
-y 

v
u
nir+ < 0.08 a(v̂ p ->- y-pir~) 28 

V p y V PTT° y 
+ < 0.28 a(v̂ n -*• y~ir°p) 30 

v n y 
->- v nir° y 

cl Relative to all decay modes. Confidence level 90% 
except as noted. 

u 
, .Calculcated for a pion spectrum like that from 

K ir°e v. 

Q 
See text. Chapter IIIj the section titled Results. 

j 

Calculated for the muon spectrum proposed by Bardin, 
Bilenky, and Pontecorvo (see Ref. 31). 

0 Preliminary result. 

f* 
The authors do not state the confidence level. We 

infer it to be 6 3 % .  

^Confidence level 63%. 
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(i) neutral leptonic currents are forbidden, (ii) neutral 

hadronic currents are forbidden, (iii) all neutral currents 

are forbidden, or (iv) hadronic and leptonic neutral cur

rents exist but do not couple in the weak interactions. 

Since it is known that neutral hadronic currents must be 

included in the weak Hamiltonian in order to account for the 

32 
empirical |Al| = 1/2 rule of strangeness-changing decays, 

the first and last possibilities would seem to be more 

attractive. If hadronic neutral currents do not exist, the 

|AI| = 1/2 rule must be considered a dynamic effect caused 

by the strong interactions rather than a basic property of 

the weak interactions. In this case, each decay which obeys 

this rule must have a separate explanation. At present, all 

options remain open. 

We note that if a neutral current reaction involving 

charged leptons, such as K° -* y+y~, were observed to occur 

with a small branching ratio, it could be interpreted as re

sulting either from a second-order weak interaction or from 

a combination of electromagnetic and first-order weak inter

actions. For K£ y+y~, a dimensional argument leads to an 

estimate of ~ 10~12 for the branching ratio by second-order 

weak processes, while a weak-electromagnetic model^ for the 
— + -

decay predicts a branching ratio of order 10 8 . If K° -* y y 

were observed with a branching ratio larger than 10~12, one 
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would be Inclined to Interpret it as a weak-electromagnetic 

interaction rather than as a purely weak one. A similar 

argument holds for all other K decay modes involving charged 

lepton-antilepton pairs. Thus the only kaon decays in which 

a second-order weak interaction might be unambiguously ob

served are K+ -* 7r+vv, K° ir°vvJ and K~ •* TT~VV . Of these, 

+ -f K IT vv appears to be the most accessible. 



CHAPTER II 

THE EXPERIMENT 

Distinguishing Characteristics 
of K ->• TtVV 

34-40 + 
The known decays of the K are listed in Table 2 

along with their branching ratios and the ranges (in g/cm2 

+ + carbon) of the resultant ir 's and y 's. The process 

+ + — 
K •+ ir vv is distinguished from all the known decay modes by 

the emission of a single ir+ without emission of other 

charged particles and without emission of gamma rays pro

duced directly or by TT° decay. The process is further dis

tinguished in having a kinematically-allowed ir+ spectrum 

extending through all energies up to 127 MeV (hence all-

ranges in carbon up to 43.5 g/cm2). 

On the basis of these distinguishing characteristics 

we have established the following experimental requirements 

for identification of K+ -*• ir+vv events : 

1) The K must decay at rest within a well-defined 

region, the carbon "stopper." 

2) The decay must produce a single charged particle. 

We exclude events in which additional charged particles 

emerge from the stopper in any direction. 

9 
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Table 2. Known decay modes of the K+ 

Decay Mode Branching Ratio3, Range (g/cm2 C) 

K+ 
+ 

u V (63.77 + 0.28) x 10~2 

K+ ->• 
+ o TT TT (20.92 + 0.29) x 10~2 

K+ -> o **" 7T°y V (3.20 + 0.11) x 10"2 

K+ -> 
+ + — 

7T TT TT (5.58 ± 0.03) x 10"2 

K+ -> 7r+7r°7R° (1.68 ± 0.04) x 10"2 

K+ o 
t e v (4.86 ± 0.07) x 10~2 

K+ Tr°ir°e+v (1.8 + 
l : l >  x 10-5 b 

K+ -> 
+ — + 

TT TT E V (3-7 ± 0.2) x 10~5 

K+ 
+ — + 

IT TT Y V (0.9 + 0.4) x 10~5 

K+ 
+ 

e v (1.60 ± 0.10) x 10~5 

K+ 
+ 

]i vy (4.1 ) x 10"3 ' 

K+ + o TT TT Y (2.55 + 0.18) x 10"* ' 

K+ o IT e vy (3.7 ± 1.4) x 10"" f 

K+ 
+ + — 

IT TT IT Y (1.0 ± 0.4) x 10"" g 

R _ 62.2 
M 

R 
= 
34.6 IT 34.6 

R s; 52.3 y 52.3 

R 9-7 TT 
RTT 11.4 

R £ 34.6 7T 
R s: 16.2, 
R^ £ 22.2 y 

R £ 62.2 y 
R^ £ 34.6 

* 9-7 TT 

Relative to all decay modes. Prom Ref. 34 except 
as noted. 

E 
Y 

bRef. 35 

CRef. 36 

dRef. 
MeV. 

37. Calculated from inner 

eRef. 

O
O
 o
n
 

55 £ T + £ 90 MeV. 

f Ref. 39. Ey > 10 MeV. 

SRef. 40. E > 11 MeV. 
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3) The charged particle must be identified as a ir+ 

+ + 
by observing the ir -»• y •> e decay sequence and confirming 

+ + + 
that the y has the energy expected for ir •* y v (4 MeV). 

4) The ir+ range must be greater than the maximum 
_ "ft __ a|> 
for K or K ->• ir TT°TT° and less than the range for 
+ + 1 
K TT TT° . In the experiment of Klems et al. the corre

sponding requirement was that the ir+ range be greater than 

+ + 
that for K -> ir ir° but not greater than the kinematic limit 

+ + — 
for K •> ir vv. 

5) The emission of y's in any direction must be 

excluded. For Klems et al."*" the corresponding requirement 

was that no Y should enter the hemisphere opposite the TT+. 

With suitable changes in these requirements it was 

+ + possible to select samples of the decay modes K •> ir ir°, 

K -> y v, and K •* y ir°v for calibration of the technique. 

Experimental System 

The last of the K+ ir+vv identification require

ments, that the emission of y's in any direction be ex

cluded, was the dominant consideration in the apparatus 

design. Lead-glass was chosen for the y detector material 

because of its high conversion efficiency, high refractive 

index (with resultant large output of Cerenkov radiation 

from the conversion pairs), and low absorption for the 

Cerenkov radiation. With this choice, the requirement that 
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the y detector completely surround the kaon decay region and 

pion detector limited the maximum size of these components 

and the forms of their data readout. (These limits excluded, 

for example, magnetic spectrometers and optical spark 

chambers.) To meet these limitations, it was decided to use 

a counter system. 

The detection apparatus is shown in Pigs. 1-6. The 

principal components of the experimental system are 

1) The beam channel—produces a partially separated 

momentum analyzed K+ beam, 

2) The K telescope (Pig. 3)—slows and identifies 

+ + + + 
K ' s, rejects ir 's, y 's, e ' s, and Y'sJ 

3) The stopper assembly (Fig. *1)—stops K+,s, de

fines decay region, and rejects events with multiple charged 

particles, 

4) The decay telescope (Pig. 5)-"identifies and 

measures the range of K-decay secondaries, 

a. The defining counters (T1-T4, TS)—define 

the telescope geometry and select stopping pions and 

muons, 

b. The degrader—slows the secondaries and 

selects the range interval, 

c. The decay counters (T5-T8)—stop secondaries 

in the selected range interval and detect ir-y-e and 

y-e decays, 



Pig. 1. Apparatus: Arrangement of main components. 

A, C, and D are Cerenkov radiators; B is an assembly 
of radiators, scintillators, and degraders (see Fig. 2). A, 
B, C, and D are adjacent during operation. Access to B is 
provided by displacing A as shown. D is raised in the fig
ure to show section B. 
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/ 
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--- ---

~~0 
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Fig. 1. Apparatus: Arrangement of main components. 
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Pig. 2. Apparatus: Central section. 

Stopping K's are indicated by Kl, KC, K2, K3 [pulse 
height >1.5 x (pion pulse height)], K4, BE. Carbon stopper 
S is surrounded by scintillator as shown in Pig. 4. Decay 
particles stopping in T5-T8 are indicated by Tl, T2, T3, TC, 
T4, T9, T10, TS where Tl is delayed > 3 nsec after K3. 
Scintillator TS is optically coupled to lead-glass block D. 
The signals from the side guard counters T9-T10 (see Fig. 6) 
enter the triggering logic as part of the D signal. The 
outputs of T5-T8 are displayed on scopes. The scope traces 
are scanned for ir-y-e decays, y's (e.g. from K+ -»- y+ir0v) 
are vetoed by lead-glass Cerenkov detectors A, B1-B10, C, and 
D. (Each block is separately viewed except TC and B7-B10 
which are coupled to A and C.) B3 is replaced by a smaller 
block B3' (dashed line) for a single y efficiency check (see 
text. Chapter II, the section titled TT° Inefficiency). X 
and Y are "sandwich blocks" to slow K+,s and convert out
going y's (see Pig. 3). 



MM 

fttHi 

A 

fi*t ir* DEGRADER 

E252 K+DEGRADER-y CONVERTER 

EE3 SCINT. COUPLED TO Pb -GLASS 

• LIGHT PIPE 

ES3 K+ STOPPER 

Pig. 2. Apparatus: Central section. 



Pig. 3' K telescope. 

Counters Kl-K^ detect Incoming beam particles. 
Pions are vetoed by water Cerenkov detector KC. Sandwiches 
of tantalum and water (X) and lead and lucite (Y), optically 
coupled to lead-glass blocks B1 and B2, slow incoming K's 
and convert and detect outgoing y's. 



i  Lead 
1 Lucite 
H Water 
a Tantalum 

Y X 

Fig. 3. K telescope. 
U7 



Pig. 4. K+ stopper assembly. 

The stopper (carbon granules, 0.79 g/cm3) fills the 
interior of scintillator box E. Styrofoam spacers set the 
length of the stopper along the K+ beam direction (5 g/cm2). 
The stopper is completely surrounded by scintillator E 
(optically coupled to lead-glass block B6) and counters K4 
and Tl. K4 and T1 are displaced in the figure to show E. 



tn 
UJ 

LIGHT 
PIPE-

STYROFOAM 

LIGHT 
PIPE 

Fig. K+ stopper assembly. 

H 
CT\ 



Pig. 5. Decay telescope. 

The defining counters Tl-T^j TS (optically coupled 
to lead-glass block D), T93 and T10 (shown in Pig. 6) select 
decays in which a charged particle stops in the decay count
ers T5-T8. The water box TC discriminates against electrons 
and fast muons. Carbon plates between counters T1 and T3 
select the range interval of the decay counters. The de-
grader configuration shown corresponds to curve II of Fig. 
11. 
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I  |  

Lucite 
CZH Water 
E22 Degrader 

Pig. 5. Decay telescope. 



Pig. 6. Placement of the side guard counters T9 and T10 
beside the decay counters T5-T8. 

The counters are adjacent during operation. The 
signal from the side guard counters is displayed on a scope 
trace and (as part of the D signal) used in the triggering 
logic. Data taken with the T9, T10 anticoincidence require
ment removed were used to calculate the correction for 
particles emerging from the ends of the decay counters. 



LIGHT PIPES 

J o  

Fig. 6. Placement 
beside 

of the side guard counters T9 
the decay counters T5-T8. 

and TIO 



5) The y detector (blocks A, B1-B10, C, and D—see 

Pigs. 1 and 2)—detects y's moving in any direction, 

6) The triggering logic (Pig. 7)—selects events to 

be recorded, 

7) The display system-—displays and records infor

mation on each event (see sample event, Pig. 8), and 

8) The iron box—provides light shielding and 

magnetic shielding. 

The Beam Channel 

The stopping kaon beam channel at the Lawrence 

Berkeley Laboratory's Bevatron provided a partially sepa-

+ + + rated, momentum analyzed beam of protons, ir 'S, y 's, e ' s, 

and K+'s. The beam momentum was 510 MeV/c with a momentum 

resolution of ± 2%. At the beam's entry into our apparatus, 

approximately 1.5$ of the beam particles were K+'s. The 

beam was tuned for maximum kaon intensity, after which the 

apparatus was "tuned" for the maximum number of K+,s stop

ping in the carbon stopper by changing the amount of degrad

ing material in the K telescope. After this tuning, the 

beam had a cross-section at the carbon stopper of 2.5 x 3.0 

cm (fwhm). About 5000 kaons per Bevatron pulse (~ 7 x 1011 

protons) entered the decay region, of which about 4700 came 

to rest in the stopper. 



Fig. 7« Triggering logic. 

K's stopping in the stopper are selected by the 
signal Kl, KC, K2, K3 [pulse height > 1.5 x (pion pulse 
height)], K4, BE (timing set by K3). Decay particles stop
ping in the decay counters T5-T8 are indicated by KC, Tl, 
T2, T3, T4, D (timing set by Tl), where Tl is > 3 nsec after 
K3. Signals from lead-glass blocks A and C form the y anti
coincidence signal. The ADC output is displayed on data 
lights for recording with the oscilloscope traces. All 
counters shown except KC, B6, A, and C supply signals to the 
scopes (see Fig. 8) as well as to the triggering logic. 
Scalers are used to monitor the operation of the apparatus. 
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Fig. 7. Triggering logic. 



*1* + J, J. 
Fig. 8. A IT -> y •> e event from K •* TT TT° . 

(a) View I, (b) View II (see Chapter II, the 
section titled Event Signature). The oscilloscope traces 
are identified by the corresponding counter numbers. The 
pulses are labelled by the corresponding particles. Pulses 
labelled t are timing pulses (separation 200 nsec). Dis
tances corresponding to pion and muon mean lives are shown 
on the view II scopes. Inset A shows the appearance of the 
ir-Y scope for an event in which a TT° gamma is detected in 
the sandwich blocks X and Y. Inset B shows the format for 
coincident pulses in counters T4-T10, TS, and K1 as dis
played on the slow scope. 
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Pig. 8. A TT+ -* Y+ -*• e+ event from K+ TT IT 



The K Telescope 

The K telescope consisted of scintillation counters 

K1 to K4, water Cerenkov detector KC, and two "sandwich 

blocks" X and Y (see Pig. 3). Counter K1 detected all 

charged particles entering the apparatus from the beam 

channel. This began the process of beam definition and 

aided in identifying background events due to scattered beam 

particles (see section titled Scattered Beam Pions). The 

remaining K counters, K2 to K4, selected from the incident 

beam those particles which entered the decay region. In 

addition, counters K2 and K3 and Cerenkov detector KC dis

criminated against pions on the basis of energy loss 

[(dE/dx)„ > 1.5(dE/dx) ] and velocity (B„ < 0.75). These IS. TT IS. 

conditions also rejected beam muons and positrons. 

The sandwich blocks consisted of successive layers 

of tantalum and water (X), and lead and lucite doped with 

wavelength shifters (Y). They served to slow the incoming 

K+'s and were more than sufficient to prevent any protons 

from reaching the decay region. These blocks also func

tioned as a part of the y detector (see the section titled 

The y Detector). They were viewed by the phototubes at

tached to lead-glass blocks B1 and B2 to which the sandwich 

blocks were optically coupled. The signals from these 

phototubes were displayed on oscilloscope traces to allow 
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better differentiation between pulses due to y detection and 

those due to beam particles passing through the sandwich 

blocks. 

The Stopper Assembly 

The kaon decay region (stopper) had to be large 

enough in cross-section to accommodate the incident beam and 

had to contain a depth of material sufficient to stop nearly 

the entire K+ distribution within the decay region. At the 

same time, the amount of matter within this region had to 

be small enough that virtually all charged particles from 

kaon decay would escape from the stopping material and be 

detected in surrounding counters. In addition, the use of 

hydrogenous material had to be avoided in order to minimize 

difficulties due to inelastic scattering of decay pions. 

The stopper designed to meet these criteria was made 

of graphite granules (mean density 0.79 g/cm3) contained in 

a box made of plastic scintillators as shown in Pig. 

The box had an inside cross-section of 6.4 x 6.4 cm and an 

inside depth (along the beam direction) of 7-6 cm or 6.0 

g/cm2. 

The Decay Telescope 

In the decay telescope, Fig. 5, counters T1 to T4 

defined the angular acceptance of the telescope and selected 
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events in which a charged particle entered the decay 

counters T5 to T8. Scintillator TS (above T8 and optically 

coupled to lead-glass block D) insured that the secondary 

did not pass completely through the decay counters. Addi

tional discrimination against electrons and fast muons was 

provided by a water Cerenkov box TC between counters T3 and 

T4. The water box was optically coupled to lead-glass 

blocks A and C and its output was observed as a part of the 

Y detector signal (see the section titled The y Detector). 

The total amount of material (exclusive of degrader) between 

the stopper and T5 was 10.1 g/cm2 carbon equivalent. 

For the last two-thirds of the experiment, two 

additional defining counters were added. These counters, T9 

and T10 (see Pig. 6)s in combination with TS, insured that 

the K decay secondary not only did not go beyond T8, but 

also that it did not go out the sides of the decay counters. 

This significantly reduced our picture taking rate and aided 

in proper event identification. 

Degrading material between counters T1 and T3 slowed 

the K decay secondaries and defined the range interval 

corresponding to the decay counters . Carbon was used for 

the degrader material wherever possible to minimize the ab

sorption of secondary pions. (Because of space limitations, 

copper was used for the degrader material for the K+ -»• y+v 

calibration.) 
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The secondary pions and muons in the range interval 

under investigation stopped in four 2.5 x 10.2 x 19-1 cm 

scintillators (the decay counters T5 to T8). A rough deter

mination of the secondary's range within the interval set 

by the degrader could be obtained from knowing the counter 

in which the particle stopped. The identity of the secon

dary was determined by observing its further decay, pions 

being identified by the characteristic TT+ -> y+ e+ decay 

sequence. (For details of the identification method, see 

the section titled Event Signature.) 

In the course of the experiment, two different 

degrader configurations were used. One, which was chosen 

4 .  - f  
primarily for K ir vv, set the lower limit of the decay 

+ + + — counter range interval slightly above the K -> IR IR IT end 

point. The other, chosen primarily for the companion search 

for K+ n+vvv, was sufficient to stop muons from the decay 

in flight of pions from K -> IT TT IT before they reached the 

decay counters. (Pig. 5 illustrates this degrader.) In 

both cases, ir+,s from K+ -* TT+TT° went beyond T8. Two other 

degrader configurations were used for the calibrations using 

+ + + + 
K ->• IT TT° and K -»• y v. These four degrader configurations 

and their corresponding decay counter range intervals are 

summarized in Table 3« 



Table 3- Degrader configurations 
used in this experiment 

Ranges are in g/cm2 carbon. Degrader numbers 
correspond to efficiency curves shown in Pig. 
11. The half-thickness of the stopper (stopper 
center to Tl) is 2.73 g/cm2. The total amount 
of material between the stopper and T5 is 10.08 
g/cm2. The decay counters T5-T8 are each 2.84 
g/cm2 thick (total including tape 11.58 g/cm2). 

Degrader Thickness 
(g/cm2) 

Detection Range 
Interval (g/cm2) 

I 2.80 12.9 - 31.2 ' 

II 6.16 16.3 - 34.8 

III 15.72 25.9 - 45.0 

IV 42.61 52.7 - 73.7 
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The y Detector 

An unusual technical feature of the apparatus was a 

high efficiency gamma detector completely surrounding the 

stopper and decay telescope as shown in Pigs. 1 and 2 

(lead-glass blocks A, B1-B10, C, and D, and sandwich blocks 

X and Y of the K telescope). This arrangement allows us to 

look for examples of K+ •* ir+vv at pion energies below that 

"f* + 
for K -> ir TT° (T + = 108 MeV) without errors due to the sim-

+ — + + + ulation of K + i vv by K TT TT° when the IT range and the 

ir+-ir° angle are reduced by scattering. With this detector, 

the probability that a 100 MeV y emitted in a random direc

tion would escape detection was < 10-3. The probability of 

a ir° escaping detection was < 1.7 x 10~5. 

The lead-glass blocks had a density of 4.47 g/cm3 

(atomic lead density 2.55 g/cm3), a radiation length of 2.14 

cm, and an index of refraction of 1.72. Since the minimum 

thickness of the lead-glass in any direction from the stopper 

(except toward the K telescope—see below) was 23cm, the y 

conversion inefficiency was < 2.3 x 10_s. 

The Cerenkov radiation from the conversion pairs was 

detected by phototubes optically coupled to the lead-glass 

blocks. Each block was separately viewed except B7 to BIO 

which were optically coupled to blocks A and C (see Fig. 2). 

Blocks B1 to B6 were viewed by two-inch phototubes, blocks 

A and C each by four nine-inch tubes and one two-inch tube, 



and block D by two nine-inch tubes. (We used two-inch 

tubes, 56DVP, and nine-inch tubes, 60AVP.) 

A section of a scintillator sandwiched between tube 

face and glass block coupled the two-inch tubes to their 

respective lead-glass pieces. The coupling of the nine-inch 

tubes posed more of a problem because of the large convex 

tube faces and the flat polished surface of the glass. To 

solve this problem, we used coupling fixtures providing an 

annulus of vacuum at each end of the fixture to hold the 

phototube and fix its position on the glass. The interior 

of the fixture was then filled with glycerol (refractive 

index 1.43) to provide good optical coupling between the 

glass and the phototube. 

The most inefficient portion of the gamma detector 

was the K telescope, largely because it had to slow and. 

identify particles in the incident beam (see the section 

titled The K telescope) as well as detect y's resulting from 

kaon decays. Here most of the gamma conversion was accom

plished by the lead (2.82 radiation lengths) and tantalum 

(1.47 radiation lengths) in the sandwich blocks X and Y 

(Pig. 3). The resulting conversion pairs were detected by 

the sandwich blocks through their coupling to the lead-glass 

blocks B1 and B2, and by the counters in the K telescope. 

The total material in the K telescope from the stopper 
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through K2 amounted to 4.9 radiation lengths for a conver

sion inefficiency of fA x 10~3. 

The Triggering Logic 

The triggering logic, consisting of the K telescope, 

decay telescope, and a portion of the gamma detector (see 

Pig. 7)» selected events for which (i) a K stopped in the 

stopper, (ii) a charged particle later entered the decay 

telescope and stopped in the decay counters, and (iii) no y 

rays were detected. Whenever the triggering logic selected 

an event, the y detector logic was strobed, the oscillo

scopes were triggered, and the oscilloscopes and data lights 

were photographed (see the section titled The Display 

System). 

The K Signal. The amount of material necessary to 

bring the kaons to rest in the stopper was more than suffi

cient to completely remove the protons from the beam. Thus 

it was only necessary for the logic to be able to distin-

+ + + 
guish K 's from ir ' s and to insure that the K 's stopped in 

the stopper. This was accomplished with the signal 

K = Kl, K2, K3, K4, KC, §5" (!) 

where the bar denotes anticoincidence. The quadruple co

incidence Kl, K2, K3, K4 defined the incident beam and dis-

criminated in favor of K 's on the basis of pulse height 
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[(dE/dx)^ > 1. 5(dE/dx) 7J.] . Transmitted pions and kaons which 

stopped in the veto scintillator were rejected by E which 

was coupled to 336 . Pions which scattered in the stopper 

were suppressed by KC, BF (E), and by a timing requirement 

to be described below. 

The i t  Signal. The decay telescope selected events 

in which a charged particle passed from the stopper to at 

least T4 but not to TS. This was indicated by a telescope 

signal 

T = Tlj T2,. T3, TU, KC, D (TS) . 

The coincidence Tl, T2, T3, T4, D (TS) selected events in 

which the charged particle entered but did not go beyond the 

decay counters. The additional requirement T9, T10 added in 

the final portion of the experiment insured that the particle 

did not leave the sides of the decay counters. (The signals 

from T9 and T10 were mixed with the D (TS) signal.) Pions 

which scattered into the decay counters after a K+ had 

stopped in the stopper were suppressed by KC. 

Delay between K and ir Signals: The "Stopped K+" 

Gate. To enable us to make reasonable spectrum calculations 

for comparison with the data and, more importantly, to guard 

+ + + -
against false events due to such things as K -> IR IT IR decay 

+ 
in flight, it was essential that the K 's decay at rest. To 

insure this, the entrance channel and the pion telescope 
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were operated In a delayed coincidence. The time of the K 

signal was determined by the time the stopping K+ passed 

through K3 (chosen to avoid the time uncertainty associated 

with the variable size of the K4 pulse); the time of the T 

signal was determined by the time the decay particle passed 

through T1. The K signal was used to form a "stopped K+" 

gate, K j which was opened 3 nanoseconds after the K signal s 

and had a duration of 50 nanoseconds. The K gate was then s 

placed in coincidence with the decay telescope. This re

quirement also suppressed scattered beam pions. 

Triggers for y and No-y Events. The entire trigger

ing system was operated In one of two ways. The first was 

+ + an inclusive trigger (i.e., it selected "K ->- X + anything") 

requiring that a decay product stop in the decay counters 

but placing no restriction on associated particles. This 

+ + 
was used, for example, to measure K ->• ir ir°. This trigger 

is defined by 

KdK = K ,T . 
s 

The second required in addition that lead-glass blocks A and 

C detect no gamma rays. This signal 

KdKy = Ks, T, A, C 

+ + — 
was used in searching for K •+ ir vv. We note that this 

trigger does not suppress all decays with associated charged 
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particles and gamma rays. A much more stringent anticoinci

dence requirement, to be described later, was applied in 

scanning the film. The purpose of the y requirement as 

applied in the triggering logic was to reduce our picture 

taking rate without stopping it completely. This allowed us 

to monitor the operation of the counters, the triggering 

logic, and the display and photographic systems throughout 

the experiment. 

The Display System 

The outputs of scintillators K1 to K4 and T1 to T8 

were displayed on four four-beam oscilloscopes. Data lights 

indicated the time between the K and T signals and identi

fied the phototubes that detected events in the lead-glass y 

detector. (The data lights recorded separately the outputs 

of five tubes on block A, five on C, one each on B1 to B6, 

and a combined signal of two tubes on D which was mixed with 

the signals from counters T9 and T10; blocks B7 to BIO and 

the water box TC were optically coupled to blocks A and C.) 

Each pair of oscilloscopes and its associated data lights 

were photographed separately. 

View I shows the stopping K+ and shows the decay 

particle passing through T1 to T4. The data lights on this 

view record the outputs of all y detector phototubes except 

those on blocks B1 and B2 (coupled to radiators X and Y—see 
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Pig. 3) which are shown on oscilloscope traces. The lead-

glass block B6 is allotted two data lights; one indicates 

normal y detection as on the other y detector segments, 

while the other indicates a larger pulse from the B6 photo

tube as is characteristic of a charged particle passing 

through the veto scintillator E (coupled to B6). 

The data lights in view II show the kaon lifetime 

(i.e., the time between K and T signals) and indicate the 

degrader configuration. Both oscilloscopes show the outputs 

of the four decay counters T5 to T8 in which we observe the 

characteristic IT+ ->• y+ e+ decay sequence. The "fast" 

+ + 
oscilloscope, used to detect the it -> y v decay, had a sweep 

speed of 0.0667 cm/nsec (~ 1.7 cm/ T f ) .  The "slow" oscillo-

*1" "f* — scope, used to observe the y e vv decay, had a sweep 

speed of 2.56 cm/ysec (~ 5-6 cm/T^). 

Some additional information is shown on the slow 

oscilloscope to aid in event identification or rejection. 

+ + + Since the monoenergetic y ' s produced in TT ->- y decay 

travel only about 1.6 mm in scintillator, they will seldom 

leave the counter in which they are produced. The positrons 

from y+ ->- e+ decay, however, may have up to 52 MeV kinetic 

energy and will often pass through several counters. To aid 

in decay identification, therefore, pulses from T^, T9> T10, 

and D (TS) were displayed on the slow oscilloscope. In 

addition, any pulse occurring in Kl, the counter which 
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covered the beam entrance hole, was displayed. Any pulse in 

the slow oscilloscope occurring in _coincidence with a Kl 

pulse was assumed to be due to a scattered beam particle. 

The Iron Box 

The apparatus had to be designed to allow conve

nient access to its central portion (to change the degrader 

configuration, for example). This requirement conflicted 

with the requirements that the water box TC and lead~glass 

blocks B7-Bl0 had to be coupled to blocks A and C and that 

the apparatus had to be light tight. A separate difficulty 

was caused by the need for magnetic shielding about the 

large phototubes used on blocks A, C, and D. 

Both problems were overcome by enclosing the _ 

apparatus in a box having two-inch walls of layered iron and 

plywood. The beam entered through a hole covered with a 

light seal. An interlocked door provided access to the 

apparatus and insured that the phototube high voltage could 

not be turned on while the door was open. All signal leads 

were brought out through covered areas below the door. The 

box was light tight and, despite a magnet just outside, had 

a magnetic field inside the box of~ 0.1 Gauss. 

Event Signature 

Figure 8 shows example of a + -+ + an TI + ~ + e decay 

the + produced by K+ + 
Tio. In the figure, where TI was + TI 

~ 



view I shows the K decay signature of a sequence of pulses 

in counters K1 to K4 (a "track") followed by a track through 

T1 to T4. (The sequence of the two tracks is known from the 

logic rather than from the oscilloscopes.) The traces 

labeled B1 and B2 indicate no y detection in X or Y. The 

data lights shown in the same view indicate y detection in 

portions of the lead-glass radiator. 

The characteristic signature of a pion is shown in 

view II. This begins with a pion track ending in T5 on both 

fast and slow oscilloscopes. This is followed by a single 

pulse on the fast oscilloscope in the counter in which the 

+ + pion track ends, T5, indicating the ir -»- y decay. Later 

there is a track in counters T5, T6, T7, T8, T9 or T10, and 

+ + D (TS) indicating the y + e decay. Had the decay particle 

been a y+ (e.g., from K+ -> y+ir°v) the event would have looked 

the same except that the fast oscilloscope would have shown 

only the entering track without the later pulse in T5. The 

data lights in this view indicate that the kaon lifetime is 

reasonable (~ 32 nsec) and that the degrader configuration 

+ + was that used to observe K TT 7r° . Prom this we conclude 
-j- •{• 

that this event was a decay of a K into a TT with associ

ated high energy y rays, probably K+ -* TT+TT0 . Had view II 

+ + 
indicated a y rather than a TT 3 we would have concluded 

+  +  + 4 *  
that the decay was most probably K -> y TT°V or K -* IR TT° 

where the ir -> y decay was not observed. 
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Scanning 

The films showing the oscilloscope pictures (views 

I and II, see Pig. 8) were projected on a pair of film 

viewers. Each frame of the film was scanned and the event 

was recorded if it satisfied the scanning criteria. 

For film taken with the KdKy trigger, the scanning 

began on view I. The first scanning requirement was that no 

phototubes (including B1 and B2 shown on oscilloscope 

traces) indicate gamma detection. (This is the more strin

gent anticoincidence requirement referred to in the section 

titled The Triggering Logic under the subsection Triggers 

for y and No-y Events.) The oscilloscopes had to show clean 

K and T tracks without additional pulses. When such an 

event was found, the scanner turned to view II and the event 

>f-
was recorded if it showed the signature of IT Y •* e . or 

+ + 
y -*• e decay. Particular care was taken to indicate whether 

a K1 pulse occurred in coincidence with the positron track. 

This procedure was reversed for the calibration film (which 

was taken with the KdK trigger) scanning view II for the 

pion or muon signature and then checking the K and T tracks 

in view I. Detection of gamma rays was indicated but in the 

calibration film (e.g., film of K+ -* Tr+ir°) was not a scanning 

criterion. 
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Calibrations 

K Lifetime Measurement: Time 
Digitizer Calibration 

The kaon lifetime, as indicated by the interval 

between the K3 and T1 signals, was decoded for display by a 

time digitizer—a combination of time to amplitude and 

analog to digital converters. The time to amplitude con

verter (TAC), gated by the K signal, was started by the K3 s 

and stopped by the T1 pulse. The TAC output was changed 

into numerical form by the analog to digital converter (ADC). 

The resulting binary output was displayed on the view II 

data lights and photographed with the rest of the informa

tion for each event (see the section titled The Display 

System). 

The time digitizer was calibrated using scattered 

beam pions. The actual time of flight of a scattered pion 

between K3 and T1 was negligible with respect to the K+ mean 

life, but delays simulating various K+ lifetimes could be 

obtained by inserting known lengths of signal cable into the 

T1 signal line. The displacement of the displayed bin 

number in successive groups of pictures with differing cable 

lengths showed the time digitizer response to be linear with 

a sweep speed of 1.82 bins per nanosecond. The observed 

kaon lifetime distribution (Fig. 9 and Table 4) gives a 



Pig. 9- Lifetime distributions. 

+ + — + + + + 
(a) u -*• e vv, (b), IT -*• y v, (c) K -> y v. The 

curves have the slope and were fit by hand. Some loss 
of y's is expected due to the defocussing of the slow scope 
traces near their ends. The loss of short-lived IT'S is due 
to events in which the 7r+ and y+ pulses were not separately 
observable . The calculated K+ lifetime is sensitive to the 
calibration of the kaon time digitizer. 
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Table 4. Results of likelihood analyses of 
particle lifetime distributions 

Errors shown on sweep speeds are measurement errors. Errors 
shown on calculated lifetimes are from the likelihood 
analysis and do not include errors due to uncertainties in 
calibrations of the sweep speeds (ir,ii) and of the time 
digitizer (K). 

Distribution Mean Life Sweep Speed Calculated Accepted 

Kaons 
Time Digitizer 11.8 ± 0.7 nsec 12.4 nsec 1.82 ± 0.06 

bins/nsec 

Pions 
Past Scope 27.4 ± 1.2 nsec 26.0 nsec 0.667 ± 0.025 

mm/nsec 

Muons 
Slow Scope 2.15 ± 0.10 ysec 2.20 ysec 2 5 . 6  ±  0 . 2  

mm/ysec 
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satisfactory fit to the expected decay ·curve. We conclude 

that the calibration is reliable with~n the observable 

range . . 

TI and ~ Lifetime Measurements: 
Oscilloscope Sweep Speeds 

The oscilloscopes were calibrated by photographing, 

in the same manner as our data, a series of pulses having a 

known time separation and measuring their displacement on 

the oscilloscope faces as projected on our film viewers. 

For the "fast" oscilloscope the time separation of the 

calibration pulses was 20 nsec; for the "slow" oscilloscope 

the separation was 1 ~sec. The sweeps were found to be 

linear with sweep speeds of 0.667 ± 0.025 mm/nsec (fast 

oscilloscope--all four traces), and 25.6 ± 0.2 mm/~sec (slow 

oscilloscope--all four traces). The quoted errors are due 

to displacement measurement error. 

The observed TI and ~ lifetime distributions give 

satisfactory fits to the expected decay curves (see Fig. 9 

and Table 4) out to about 2~ and 5 mean lives for muons and 

pions, respectively. (Beyond 2~ muon mean lives the slow 

scope traces were indistinct.) We conclude that the calibra-

tion is reliable within this range. 

Pion Resolution 

Pions which decay very shortly after stopping in the 

decay counters may appear to be muons as the TI+ + ~+ decay 
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pulse may not be resolved from the larger stopping ir+ pulse. 

To compare data on pionic and muonlc decays and to accurate-

+ + 
ly Interpret muonic data below the range for K IT ir°, we 

must know the "pion resolution" C^, which is the fraction of 

•f •f *f 
pion decays for which the stopping ir pulse and the it •* y 

decay pulse are sufficiently resolved. The fraction of 

pions resolved is a function of the pion decay time as decay 

pulses on the tail of stopping TT+ pulses appear smaller than 

those at later times (see Pig. 10). We need not determine 

the variation, however, but only the overall fraction of 

stopping u+,s that are observed as pions. 

The pion resolution was determined from an analysis 

of the pion lifetime distribution. After a maximum-

likelihood pion lifetime analysis, the distribution was 

extrapolated to the time at which the ir+'s stopped in the 

decay counters. Summing both the observed and extrapolated 

distributions, we find a pion resolution of = 0.66 ± 0.01. 

Pion Transmission 

Approximately 12$ of the pions which enter the decay 

telescope are absorbed before they reach the decay counters. 

It is not this figure, however, which enters into our result. 

We obtain the rate (or limit) for T(K+ -»• ir+vv) by comparison 

with r(K+ -»• TT+TT°). Hence it is the ratio T . /T + _ which 
H F° 7T VV 

we must determine, where T + 0 and T . — are the pion trans-
' IR+IR0 TT+VV 

missions for the degraders used in the K+ -> TT+IT0 calibration 



Pig. 10. Distribution of y+ pulse heights. 

Pulse heights (in mm on the scope trace) are from 
112 7r+ -> y+ decay events (TT+ from K+ -> TT+TT°). All events in 
the sample were judged by the scanner to have clearly-
resolved TT+ and y+ pulses. The shaded area shows events 
from the same sample for which the leading edge of the y+ 
pulse appeared ^ 12 mm (s 18 nsec) after the leading edge of 
the TT+ pulse. 
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(degrader III) and in the K+ -*• ir+vv search (degraders I and 

II; see Table 3 and Pig. 11). This ratio is simply the 

transmission through the extra degrader (11.4 g/cm2) which 

+ + is added for the K •*» 7r tt° calibration. Using the inelastic 

+ 4l 
IT nuclear cross-sections given by Bertini we obtain the 

value V„°<"Vvv - 0.81 ± 0.01. 

This calculation was checked by also calculating 

= 0.71 ± 0.02 and comparing this value with that which 

could be inferred from our measurement of the ratio 

T(K+ ir+ir° )/r(K+ -*• y+v) (see the section titled Check on 

Known Branching Ratios). 

Geometrical Detection Efficiency 

•f — 
Since the pions from K -> TT vv are not monoenergetic, 

it is necessary to determine the variation of the detector 

efficiency with the residual range of the particles entering 

the decay counters. From tests of the individual counters 

in a collimated beam we verified that the output signals did 

not depend significantly on the event location within a 

counter. We therefore calculated the detection efficiency 

as a purely geometrical quantity. 

Several measurements were made to check these 

calculations. We measured the K+ •+ ir+ir° decay rate for four 

*F" "4* 
different degrader thicknesses, and the K -> y v rate for 

three. More extensive data, with one degrader configuration 



Pig. 11. Range spectra and response curves. 

(a) Range spectra for known decays of the type 
K+ (TT+ or y+) + neutrals. Vertical scales are arbitrary 
and are different for the various curves. Branching ratios 
are shown in brackets. The branching ratio shown for 
K+ •+ y+y is that calculated using the Cabibbo spectrum with 
a cutoff Ey > 10 MeV. Dashed curves show the differential 
detection efficiency vs. range for the degrader configura
tions used to detect (I and II) K+ -»• ir+vv and K+ •* Tr°y+v, 
(III) K+ ->• Tr+7T°, and (IV) K+ y+v. The dotted curve (V) is 
the efficiency for the earlier K+ ir+W search (Ref. 1). 

(b) Range spectra expected for K+ -> TT+VV assuming 
(S) scalar, (V) vector, (T) tensor, (NL) nonlocal, (HM) 
heavy muon (m„ = 430 MeV), and (HL) heavy lepton (m-r = 

- 6; 5 -»• 0; models. (See Chapter III, the section titled 
Results.) 
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Pig. 11. Range spectra and response curves. 



for each of these decay modes, were used to find the rela-

+  +  + 4 *  
tive branching ratio r(K -*• IT N° ) / r(K y v). As an addi

tional check, we measured the relative branching ratio 

T (K+ + V+TT°V) /r (K+ y+v), where the muons from K+ •> y+ir°v 

were taken from the range interval in which we searched for 

K+ Tr+vv. These measurements agree with the calculated 

values and give us confidence in our calculation of the 

differential detection efficiency. (See the section titled 

Check on Known Branching Ratios.) 

Chance Rate Correction Factor 

In analyzing the data taken with the KdKy trigger, 

it was necessary to allow for events vetoed by y's which 

were not associated with the observed kaon decay. The y's 

were due to such things as beam 7r charge-exchange followed 

by TT° decay, and noise pulses in the y detector phototubes. 
+ +• 

To determine this correction, we examined the K -> p v 

calibration data for events showing y detection. Such 

events make up a fraction f of the total number of events. 

The chance rate correction factor R was then defined as 

R = 1 - f. 

and this factor was applied to the related KdKy data. 
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It should be noted that this factor Is not constant 

In time since it varies with such things as phototube con

ditioning and beam conditions. (The range of variation was 

1.2 £ R £ 1.7.) For this reason, the chance rate was 

checked frequently and the correction factor derived from 

each check was applied to the KdKy data taken in the same 

period of time and under the same conditions. 

IT0 Inefficiency 

The efficiency of the y detector for ir0,s was 

determined by adjusting the degrader for detection of 

K+ -*• fr+ir° and recording the y signals in coincidence with 

pions stopping in the decay counters. The data used for 

+ + 
this calibration included all the K -»• IT ir° calibration data 

(taken with the KdK trigger), but was primarily made up of 

data taken with the KdKy trigger. The latter mode of opera

tion enabled us to observe many more K+ decays by reducing 

our picture-taking rate relative to the rate of detected 

decays. 

Among 3.11 x 105 stopping ir+,s we observed no event 

without a signal from at least one of the y detector photo

tubes. After correcting for chance-coincidences we conclude 

that the y detector inefficiency is < 1.7 x 10~5 at the 90% 

confidence level. This inefficiency is low enough to 
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+ + preclude background events from K + IT ir° or any other kaon 

mode involving ir°'s. 

The efficiency of the y detector for single y's was 

determined in a separate test. Lead-glass block B3 was re

placed with a smaller block B3' (dashed line, Fig. 2) which 

was optically isolated and was separated from the stopper 

assembly and adjacent counters by -J" lead. A record was 

+ + + 
made of K ir tt° events in which the stopping TT was accom

panied by a large y pulse 200 MeV) in B3' . Since the 

maximum angle subtended by B3' (36°) was less than the mini

mum angle between the ir° gammas (67°), the second y was 

always directed toward some other portion of the y detector. 

In addition, the decay kinematics and the B3' minimum pulse 

size insured that the second y had an energy < 50 MeV. 

Among 525 such events there were 4 in which no signal 

was observed from the second TT° gamma ray. After correcting 

for chance coincidences, we conclude that the y detector has 

a single y inefficiency in this energy range of 

I « 0.013 ± 0.007 

where the error quoted is the statistical error only. This 

is consistent with the value I = 0.009 calculated from the 
Y 

known y distribution assuming the entire inefficiency to be 

due to y absorption in the decay telescope. 
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Check of Known Branching Ratios 

r(K+ -> ir+fr0 ) / r(K+ ->• y+v). As a check on our 

+ + + 
calculations, we measured the rates for ir from K tt ir° 

4* 4* 4* and y from K •> y v. We then calculated the relative 

branching ratio for these decay modes using the formula 

r(K+->ir+TT0) _ (7r+TR°/K+) £y+v 1 1 

r (K+->y+v) (y+v/K+) e + 0 T,+ Q ^ IT TT TT TT 

+ 4* Here (TT TT°/K ) is the number of TT ir° events observed divided 
j. 

by the corresponding number of K signals and (y v/K ) is 

the corresponding ratio for y+v events. The pion resolution 

was C = 0.66 ± 0.01 and the pion transmission was T . 0 = IT C 7T~TT 

0.71 ± 0.02. The calculated detection efficiencies were 

e + o = 0.020 and e + = 0.018. Prom the measured event TTTIT yTv 

rates (TT+TT0/K+) = (1.87 ± 0.05) x 10-3 and (y+v/K+) = . 

(1.19 ± 0.02) x 10-2j we obtained for the relative branching 

ratio the value 0.316 ± 0.015, in satisfactory agreement 

with the accepted value 0.328. 

r(K+ ->• y+TT°v) / r(K+ ^ y+v). As an additional check, 

we measured the rate of muonic events in the same range 

+ + — 
interval in which we searched for K -> ir vv. From this and 

+ + 
the information on K + y v, we extracted the relative 

branching ratio r(K+ •+ y+TT°v)/r(K+ •> y+v). This calibration 

is particularly useful in checking our efficiency calcula

tions. Three spectra, with their associated detection 
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efficiencies must be considered in order to deduce the 

+ + 
K V Tr°v rate from the collected data. In addition, the 

*|* — 

muons from K y ir0v, like the pions from K •> ir vv and un-

+ + + + 
like the pions and muons from X IT ir° and K -> y v, are 

distributed in energy. 

Muons in this range interval come almost exclusively 

+ + + + 
from three reactions: K -> y vy, K -*• n TT° followed by 

ir -> y decay in flight, and K+ y+TT°v. The first task is 

thus to find the fraction of these muons which are due to 

K+ •> y+TT°v. This fraction is 

p r(iV.-»)tuVv ____ 
" r (k%Vv) ev+,ov+r ( k+Vvy ) Em+,jy+r ( k+-*V) f 

where f is the fraction of K+ ->- ir+Tr° pions which decay in ir->y 

flight and is the detection efficiency for the result

ing muons. Using the accepted values of the branching 

•34 
ratios, we calculate F^ = 0.905. 

The relative branching ratio is calculated from 

r(K+->y+ir°v) = p (y+/K+) ey+v 

r(K+->y+v) y (y+v/K+) ey+TT°v 

where (y+/K+) is the number of muonic events, corrected for 

unresolved pions, divided by the corresponding number of K+ 

signals. After substitution for F , the equation becomes 
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r(K+m+TT°v) 

r(K+m+v) 

(  +  / v + \  e  +  r(K+^-y+vy)e + +T(K+->7r+ir°)f . ,e (y /K ) y^v ^ '' y VY TT->V n-»y 

(y+v/K+) ey+ir°v r(K+->y+v)e^+irov 

where = 0.018, = 5.6 x 10~3, ey+VY = 8.6 x 10"", 

e = 3-3 x 10~3, f = 0.027, (y+v/K+) = (1.19 ± 0.02) x 

10"2, and (y+/K+) = (2.04 ± 0.03) x 10-lf. We use the ac-

*f* "I* 
cepted values of the branching ratios for K •* y vy and 

K+ -*• Tr+ir° in calculating the subtraction term. From these 

figures, we calculate a relative branching ratio 

T(K+ -* y+ir°v)/r(K+ y+v) = 0.0506 ± 0.0033, in excellent 

agreement with the accepted value, 0.0502. 

Backgrounds 

We now consider sources of background for the 

K+ -v ir+vv search. The primary background sources fall into 
•{* 

two categories: beam-related processes and competing K 

decay processes. The beam-related processes are scattering 

of beam pions out of the stopper into the decay counters, 

+ + — 
and K charge exchange in the stopper followed by K£ -»• IT e v 

+ — + 
or K£ 7r y. v.. The K decay modes which could serve as 

+ + — + /• + sources of background events are K + it 1 y v(K^) and 

K+ ->• Tr+ir~e+v (Kgjj). (Pions from K+ -*• ir+Tr+Tr~ and K+ •> ir+Tr°ir0 

cannot reach the decay counters. Decay modes involving TT°'S 
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are more than adequately vetoed by y detection. See the 

section titled IT0 Inefficiency.) Muons misidentified as 

pions could also result in background events. Consideration 

of these background sources shows that all are negligible. 

Scattered Beam Pions 

Our triggering criteria were such that the following 

conditions would be required for a scattered beam ir+ to be 

mistaken for a K decay product: A K+ must stop in the stop

per and either decay in such a way that none of its decay 

products is detected in our counters, or live until after 

the event trigger. A ir+ must then, without being detected 

by the water box KC, enter the apparatus between 3 and 53 

nanoseconds later, undergo an inelastic nuclear scatter in 

the stopper, and stop in one of the decay counters. 

Several tests were made to investigate this source 

of background. For the first of these, the timing require

ment was removed, the K3 pulse height requirement was set to 

accept 7r+,s (see the section titled The K Telescope), the KC 

anticoincidence was removed, the crossed-field spectrometer 

in the beam channel was set for pions and additional material 

was added to the K telescope to prevent K+,s from reaching 

the stopper. Prom this test, we determined that the scat

tered pions had an approximately flat range spectrum in the 

range interval under investigation in this search, and an 
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approximately Gaussian distribution in "kaon lifetime." A 

second test, under the same conditions but with the KC anti

coincidence requirement in the triggering logic, showed the 

water Cerenkov detector KC to have a pion rejection in*-

efficiency of < 5 x lO-1*. 

In a separate test, the apparatus was set for normal 

data acquisition except that the timing requirement was re

moved. Scattered beam pions were observed at a rate of 2 

per 107 stopping K+, again showing a Gaussian "kaon lifetime" 

distribution before the normal K decay gate. Using this 

scattered 7T+ rate and extrapolating the observed distribu

tion into the region allowed by the normal K decay timing 

requirement, we expect ̂  2 x 10~3 event due to scattered 

beam pions. ' We therefore conclude that this background 

source is negligible. 

Neutral Kaon Decays 

+ + — The process K + IT vv can be simulated by 

K° + ir+e~v (Kgg) and K£ 7r+V~v (K°^) where the decay lepton 

is not detected by the veto scintillator surrounding the 

stopper. This charge-exchange background is potentially the 

most serious- as the pions produced by these decays have a 

range spectrum like the vector spectrum possible for pions 

from K+ -> TT+VV. 
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Because of our timing requirement on kaon decay 

products, only low energy K°'s would remain in the stopper 

until the decay counters became sensitive (3 nanoseconds 

after K+ stop). To satisfy the timing requirement, the K° 

would have to be produced with an energy of less than 1.9 

MeV. 

The cross-section for K+ charge exchange on carbon 

to produce such a K° is unknown. We have estimated this 

cross-section by assuming the carbon nucleus to be composed 

of six deuterons, each of which acts independently. The 

+ 42 measured K d charge exchange cross-section was then 

linearly extrapolated to the energy for which the K° would 

be produced with 1.9 MeV, and six times this cross-section 

was used in our estimate for carbon. Using this cross-

section and the number of stopped K+,s observed, we calculate 

that ~ 820 K£ were produced during this experiment. 

If all the K£ remained in the stopper, 5&% would 

decay during the K decay gate (3 to 53 nanoseconds after K+ 

stop). Using this figure, we calculate 480 "observable" K£ 

decays, including 93 K°^ and 64 decays.^ In this ex

periment, none of the K°'s are produced low enough in energy 

(< 5 keV) to remain in the stopper until the gate closes. 

However, since the distribution of the produced K0,s is not 

known but only the kinematically allowed region, this 
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overestimate will be used for the remainder of this back

ground calculation. 

Ignoring the veto due to detection of the electron 

by the scintillator surrounding the stopper, we calculate 

the detection efficiency for the K°_ pions by folding the ir+ e j 

range spectrum (with straggling and small angle multiple 

scattering taken into account) into the differential detec

tion efficiency. By this procedure we find a total 

detection efficiency for this mode of 5.64 x 10~3 for a 

calculated background of < 0.53 event. We note, however, 

that all electrons of > 20 MeV kinetic energy will be de

tected by the veto scintillator, and all having less energy 

are associated with 7r+,s of energy > 110 MeV. As this 

energy is outside the range detectable in our apparatus, we 

conclude that K£ ->- iT+e~v is negligible as a source of 

background. 

The pion spectrum from K°^ has the same form as that 

from K°-., and in the region under investigation has a magni-

tude less than 1.8 times as great at all points. We there

fore use 1.8 times the detection efficiency in estimating 
6 J 

the K°2 background; from this we estimate < 0.65 event. The 

veto by the y~ in this mode is not as effective as that by 

the e above. A muon must have at least 25 MeV kinetic 

energy to be certain of being detected by the veto 



scintillator. When that part of the pion spectrum 

associated with muons over 25 MeV is removed, the remaining 

pion distribution is of the same form as before with a 

maximum magnitude of 0.36 times that of the K°~ distribu-
© J 

tion. We therefore calculate an expected background from 

this decay mode of < 0.13 event. From this and the over-

estimation in the above procedure, we conclude that this 

background is negligible. 

+ + _ .f. Background Due to K ir ir y v 

+ + _ + + 
The background expected from K -»• IT iT_y v was 

calculated using the Pais and Treiman differential decay 

4 3 
distribution with the form factors and low-energy ir—ir 

44 
phase shift found by Basile et al. (While that study 

_ -J. .j. 
investigated the reaction K -> ir ir e v (Ke^), its results 

are applicable to since the form factors and phase shift 

are properties of the dipion and are unrelated to the iden

tity of the lepton pair.) A rough calculation providing an 

overestimate of the event rate sufficed to exclude this 

reaction from further consideration as a background source. 

A numerical integration of the differential decay • 

distribution over the allowed kinematic region showed that 

< 7.7 x 10~s of the TT+ spectrum has a kinetic energy above 

55 MeV. (A calculation of the range straggling distribution 

for 7r+,s of 55 MeV kinetic energy shows < 3 x 10-lt of such 



pions reach our minimum detectable range.) The expected 

number of events was calculated under the assumption of 

(i) unit efficiency for TT+ in the spectrum fraction used 

within the solid angle of the decay counters, (ii) no ab-

+ + 
sorption of IT from K^, and (iii) no veto by detection of 

ir" or y+. The formula used to make this calculation was 

(y4) 
r(IS> 

r ( < 2 )  
u2 

KS 

K 

TIR2EIR2 R 17 

S F(T +  >  5 5  M e V )  

where (y4) is the expected number of events, 

r(K^)/r(KjJ2) is the relative branching ratio of K+ •* ir+7r~y 

+ + 34 + + 
to K ir ir°, (ir2/Kg) is the observed K TT ir° rate per 

stopped K+, T^g and ^ are the pion transmission and de

tection ' efficiency for K+ -> ir+ir°, is the solid angle 

(0.022) subtended by the decay counters at the stopper,-Kg 

is the observed number of K+ stopped during the experiment, 

R is the chance rate correction factor, and P is the ir+ 

spectrum fraction described above. Prom this calculation, 

we found an expectation of ~ 7 x 10~3 events from this 

source. The nature of the assumptions insures that this is 

an overestimate. We conclude that this reaction was a 

negligible source of background. 
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Background Due to K+ •* ir+7r~e+v 

+ For the calculation of the rate, we again used 

4 3 the Pais and Treiman differential decay distribution with 

44 the form factors and TT-TT phase shift of Basile et al. A 

numerical integration of this distribution over the allowed 

kinematic region showed that more than one-fourth of the + 

spectrum had a kinetic energy above 55 MeV. Substitution of 

+ this spectrum fraction and the branching ratioJ into 

the inequality of the previous section shows that the sim

plified analysis of that section is insufficient for 

estimating the background. 

The IT- veto probability—that is, the probability of 

the ir~ being detected by the veto scintillator surrounding 

the stopper—was calculated geometrically as a function of 

TT~ energy and ir+ - ir~ relative angle. Applying this ir~ veto 

probability distribution to the differential decay distribu

tion, we found that a fraction S = 0.15 of the total ir+ 

spectrum had at least 55 MeV kinetic energy and was not 

vetoed by detection of the ir~. 

The spectrum of TT+IS in S was folded into the 

efficiency curve for the degrader configuration used in the 

K+ -* ir+vv search. The detection efficiency eejj for this 

spectrum fraction was found to be 6.6 x 10-lf. 

We calculated that any positron having at least 12 

MeV kinetic energy would be detected regardless of K+ decay 
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point and positron direction. To allow for large angle and 

multiple scattering, we took as the cutoff a positron energy 

of 17-5 MeV. Using this cutoff, we calculated that 0.026 of 

S are not vetoed by detection of the positron in the veto 

scintillator surrounding the stopper. 

The expected number of events was then calcu

lated, assuming no absorption of ir+,s from this decay, using 

the formula 

r(K^) 
(eH) ^ ji-

w v 2 )  

TT2 
KS 

Ieee4 ?S f 
Tir2e7r2 R 

+ 
where (e4) is the expected number of K jj events, 

r(K*2j)/r(K*2) is the relative branching ratio for 

+ + — + + + 
K + it n e v to K TT TT° , I is the portion of the spectrum 

fraction S which is not vetoed by the e+, and f is the frac

tion of the total spectrum within S. Prom this, we calcu

late an expectation of ̂  0.041 events from this source. 

Hence, this source also can be considered negligible. 

Background Due to Simulated 
ir-y Decays 

Background events could result from muonic events 

where an accidental pulse in a decay counter simulates the 

ir -*• y decay. To determine the probability of such a muon 

+ '+ misidentiflcation, the K y v calibration film was scanned 

for pions. Because of the range interval involved, any 



"pions" observed would be due to accidental processes and 

+ + + 
not real ir 's. Among 2750 K ->- y v events we found none 

with simulated pions. From this, we calculate that the 

probability of mistaking a muon for a pion is < 8.4 x 10-1* 

(90% confidence). We note that only y-free muonic events 

could simulate K+ -> ir+vv in this manner. Since 13 such 

muonic events were observed, we expect < 1.1 x 10~2 events 

from this source (90$ confidence). 



CHAPTER III 

RESULTS AND INTERPRETATION 

The Branching Ratio r (K +  -> TT+vv) / r (K +  ->• all) 

Method of Calculating 
Branching Ratio 

The branching ratio was calculated from the equation 

r(K+-Hr+vv) _ (TT+VV/K+) £TR+TR° ^,N-+N-0 R (K+->Tr+ir°) 

r(K+->all) (ir+TT°/K+) eTT+VV TTT+VV r(K+->all) 

where the various terms have the numerical values given in 

the next section. Here (u vv/K ) is the number of IT vv 

events divided by the corresponding number of K+ signals 

(corrected for chance coincidences—see the section titled ir° 

Inefficiency) and (ir+7r°/K+) is the corresponding ratio for 

+ 
tj- -j]-0 events. The scanning and selection criteria were 

identical for the two event samples. For TT+VV events the 

trigger was KdKy (see the section titled The Triggering 

Logic) and the degrader was that corresponding to curves I 

and II in Fig. 11; for ir+ir0 the triggering mode was KdK and 

the degrader was that corresponding to curve III in Fig 11. 

e + o and e 4. — are the effective detection efficiencies 
7T 7T ir+vv 

+ + j. + — 
for K -> ir ir° and K •* TT VV, respectively (see the section 

titled Geometrical Detection Efficiency). The ratio 

60 
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T + 0/T + — is the correction for ir+ absorption (see the ir ir ttvv 
section titled Pion Transmission). 

Results 

+ + — 
We observed no examples of K -> ir vv among 1.14 x 

109 K+ decays. In order to express this result as an upper 

limit on the branching ratio r(K+ -* n+vv)/r(K+ -v all), we 

must make assumptions about the shape of the ir+ spectrum in 

order to calculate the effective detection efficiency E + —. 
ir vv 

For a first order theory with constant form factors there 
lie: 

are three possible spectral shapes. J These are listed in 

46 Table 5 along with a nonlocal spectrum and two heavy lep-

46 47 ton models ' which predict different pion spectra. In 

each case the corresponding branching ratio upper limit is 

shown. We have taken as the 90% confidence limit the 

branching ratio we would compute had we found 2.3 events. 

The values appearing in the table were calculated using the 

following values for the various terms: (tt+
VV/K+) = 

2.99 x 10~9 (assuming 2.3 events—this includes the chance 

rate correction factor, 1.48); (ir+ir0/K+) = (1.87 ± 0.05) x 

10~3 (identical selection criteria were applied to ir+vv and 

u+7r0 events); T + 0/T + — = 0.8l ± 0.01; e + 0 = 0.0205: j IT it TT VV 7t tt 
r(K+ ->- tt

+TT°)/r(K+ ->- all) = 0.209. 

Since the technique used in this experiment is 

similar to that used by Klems, Hildebrand, and Stiening, we 
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Table 5- 90% confidence level upper limits on the 
branching ratio r(K+ ->- 7r+vv)/r(K+ ->• all) 

for several assumed ir+ spectra 

Limits are shown for this experiment, the earlier search of 
Klems, Hildebrand, and Stiening, and the combined experiment. 

r(K+ -> Tr+vv) / r(K+ -> all) 
Model This Klems, Hildebrand, Combined 

Experiment and Stiening Result 

scalar < 1.2 X H
 
o
 1 <n
 

< 2.6 X 10~5 < 1.1 X 

to I o
 

rH 

vector*3 < 9.4 X 10~7 < 1.4 X 10~6 < 5.6 X 10~7 

tensor < 7.7 X 10"7 < 1.0 X 10~5 < 7.1 X 10~7 

nonlocal0 < 1.1 X 10~6 < 1.0 X 10-ed < 5.2 X 10~7 

heavy muone 

(mM = 430 MeV) 
< 1.3 X 10"6 < 8.5 X 10~7d < 5.2 X 10~7 

heavy lepton 
(m. = m„ - 6j 
6 ^ 0 )  

< 6.0 X 10~5 < 2.7 X io - 7 d ' f  < 2.7 X 10~7 

aRef. 1. 

b + + 
Pion spectrum like that from K -*• ir°e v. 

cSpectrum given by Singh and Wolfenstein (Ref. 46). 

^Inferred by the present author using the data of 
Ref. 1. 

eSee Chapter III, the section titled Heavy Lepton 
Models, and Ref. 4 7. 

This differs slightly from the limit (< 2 x 10~7) 
inferred by Singh and Wolfenstein (Ref. 4 6); we were able to 
work from original information on the earlier experiment. 
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may treat the two experiments as measurements in two 

different energy regions within a single overall investiga

tion. Treating the data in this manner results in the 

branching ratio upper limits shown in the last column of 

Table 5. 

Prescription for Other Spectra 

For theories which predict the occurrence of 

K+ •* ir+vv as a nonlocal or higher-order weak process, or for 

the first order theories with rapidly-varying form factors, 

the ir+ energy spectrum may differ considerably from those in 

Table 5- We therefore present the following prescription 

for obtaining the upper limit to be inferred from our result 

for any given spectrum. In Fig. 12 we display our "prescrip

tion curve" P(T) for the combined experiment as a function 

of Tir+. This function is proportional to the mean differ

ential detection efficiency; we have chosen a convenient 

normalization, rather than normalizing to e^+^o as in Ref. 1, 

because of the difference in from the two experiments. 

The effects of range straggling, multiple scattering, and 

the range selection criterion used in the earlier experiment 

(R > 50 g/cm2 Cu) are contained in the prescription curve. 

Using P(T), the branching ratio upper limit is 



+ + — Fig. 12. Prescription curve for K •* IT VV . 

The function P(T) may be used as described in 
Chapter III, the section titled Prescription for Other 
Spectra, to calculate limits corresponding to our data for 
any assumed ir+ spectrum. The arrow indicates the kinematic 
upper limit T + = 127 MeV for K+ ->- TT+VV. 



60 80 100 120 

T T  (MeV)  
+ + — 

Fig. 12. Prescription curve for K TT VV. 
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T (K"*"->-Tr+vv) < 3.91 x 10~7 

r(K+->all) T M P(T) F(T) dT 

where = 127 MeV is the kinematic upper limit for 

K+ -* IT+VV and P(T) is the ir+ energy spectrum normalized such 

that 

r T. M F(T) dT = 1 . 

Theoretical Interpretation 

Standard Theory 

"f* *1* —• 
The decay K + ir w is forbidden in first order in 

the usual weak interaction Lagrangian but is allowed as a 

second order process. Higher order calculations with this 

Lagrangian are divergent, however, and a cutoff calculation 

must be used. 

48 One such calculation was done by Willey. Using 

the cutoff (A) derived from a similar calculation for 

+ — 17 
K£ -»• y v and the experimental limit 1 on that process, he 

+ + — 
found that the K ->• IT vv branching ratio should be 

< 4 x 10 9 . If the later limit"'"-' on K£ y+y~ is used, this 
number is reduced to < 4 x 10-11. 

46 
A similar calculation by Singh and Wolfenstein 

used the more restrictive cutoff value of 4 GeV. This value 



can be derived from a cutoff calculation for the K£ - K° 

9 mass difference. This cutoff leads to a predicted 

K+ Tr+vv branching ratio of 6 x 10"11'. 

These predictions are clearly below our experimental 

sensitivity. Our limit (< 5.6 x 10-7) leads to the compara

tively meaningless constraint A < 220 GeV. 

Current-Current Interaction 

In the language of current algebra, the decay 

K+ ir+vv involves both leptonic and strangeness-changing 

hadronic neutral currents, neither of which has yet been 

50 observed. Oakes has pointed out, however, that neutral 

hadronic currents must exist if the postulated SU(3) x SU(3) 

algebra of currents is to be physically meaningful as must 

be the case if that algebra is to be used to explain the 

apparent octet rule of the hadronic currents, CP violation, 

and the empirical |AI| = 1/2 rule of strangeness-changing 

51 52 decays. For this reason, several authors 5 postulate 

that neutral hadronic currents are allowed but that neutral 

leptonic currents either do not exist or do not couple to 

the hadronic currents due to some selection rule (e.g., the 

AS = AQ rule). 

50 An exception is a theory proposed by Oakes. In 

this theory, neutral hadronic currents and neutral leptonic 

currents of neutrinos exist and only neutral currents of 
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charged leptons are forbidden. (Thus decays like K£ y+y 

are forbidden in lowest order.) The neutral hadronic 

currents are characterized by a rotation angle <|>, analogous 

to the Cabibbo angle^ 0 0f the charged currents. The con

served vector current (CVC) hypothesis of Peynman and 

Gell-Mann^ is preserved, as are lepton conservation (in the 

usual sense), CPT invariance, and universality (in the same 

sense as for the electromagnetic interaction). The neutral 

current interaction violates CP invariance and the |Al| = 

1/2 rule is valid to about the same degree for CP-conserving 

and CP-violating amplitudes. 

The novel aspect of this theory is that the neutral 

currents, leptonic and hadronic, are (V + A) as opposed to 

the (V - A) form of the charged currents. As a result, vg 

and v ' are four-component neutrinos (not necessarily mass-

less) whose right- and left-handed components interact 

entirely differently. The elastic scattering of left-handed 

neutrinos (the usual experimental case) vanishes in lowest 

order, while that of right-handed neutrinos is large. 

Prom the observed CP violation in K£ -* irir and the 

K£ - K° mass difference, Oakes estimates for the neutral 

current rotation angle | <j> | 10~3. Using this value in the 

relationship 

,+ r (K  

r (K+  

+ ,— v 
-> ir vv; fi. Sin <f>] 2 

-» all) sin 
\ 

0 r(K+ -* all) 
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Oakes''*' predicts a branching ratio of 1.8 x 10~5 and a 

vector spectrum. This is contradicted by both the present 

experiment and that of Klems, Hildebrand, and Stiening."*" 

The theory would seem, however, to allow some flexibility in 

the value of <|>. We therefore use our limit and find the 

constraint 14) | < 2 x 10 \ 

5 6 
More recently Albright and Oakes have shown that, 

if the octet rule reflects the internal symmetry of the 

hadronic currents, the present experimental information is 

sufficient to rule out either the existence of neutral lep-

tonic currents or their coupling to hadronic currents in 

semileptonic interactions. Alternatively, they note that 

the experimental results on parity violating nuclear 

transitions appear to rule out the octet rule as an internal 

symmetry of the nonleptonic weak Hamiltonian and suggest 

that the apparent octet rule may be dynamic in origin. In 

either case, K+ -»• TT+VV is expected to occur at a branching 

ratio of ~ 10~8 due to a combination of the weak interaction 

with charged currents and fourth-order electromagnetic inter

actions. This level is below the sensitivity of our experi

ment . 

Intermediate Scalar Boson 

57 It was pointed out by Kummer and Segr& that it is 

possible to duplicate the standard weak interaction with a 



theory in which the primary interaction involves the 

coupling of an intermediate scalar boson, an intermediate 

fermion, and a "real" fermion. (For leptonic vertices, the 

"real" fermion would be a lepton; for hadronic vertices, 

possibly a quark.) The known weak interactions occur in 

this theory via a box diagram. The simplest forms of this 

theory are ruled out by their disagreement with nonleptonlc 

phenomena and more complex versions are discussed by 

Christ. In this model, K + TT vv cannot occur in lowest 

order and has a highly nonlocal matrix element in the first 

nonvanishing approximation. This is particularly exhibited 

in the spectrum dto/dE^ which varies as p^ as compared with 

the local vector spectrum which varies as p^. From calcula

t e  
tions with this model, Singh and Wolfenstein find an 

expected branching ratio of 10~7 corresponding to an • 

intermediate mass of 4 GeV. This is not excluded by our 

limit for this spectrum, 5.2 x 10-7. 

Intermediate Vector Boson Models 

More popular than scalar boson theories, or at least 

more common in the literature, are theories in which the 

vector nature of the observed weak interactions is directly 

reflected in the vector character of the intermediate boson 

mediating them. In such theories, the mass of the inter

mediate vector boson (W) must be relatively large 
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59 (niy > 2 GeV at leastin order to explain the successes 

of the universal current-current theory and the scaling 

hypothesis, and the lack of any direct observation of the W 

boson. Several considerations^-^ have suggested W masses 

of from 25 to 60 GeV. 

The primary point is that if the existence of the W 

is assumed, the current-current interaction is seen as a 

second-order effect resulting from a more fundamental 

Yukawa-type semi-weak interaction. Such a theory is 

particularly attractive in that it would put the weak inter

action on the same footing as, and in the same form as, the 

strong and electromagnetic interactions and could possibly 

allow the development of a more basic unified theory of 

interactions. More immediately, it would open up the 

possibility of developing a unified theory of CP-conserving 

and CP-violating processes. 

65 One such model is that of G. Segre. This model 

involves a triplet of intermediate vector bosons and a pair 

of (possibly massive) additional neutral leptons A and A 
V e 

to fill out the assumed lepton triplets. Higher order cor

rections are divergent, but the model allows a cutoff 

A ~ 300 GeV, i.e., GA2 ~ 1 where G is the usual Fermi con

stant. The decay K° y+u- is forbidden in the limit of 

massless A^. In the same limit, this theory results in a 

+ + — — c 
predicted branching ratio for K + n vv of ~ 5 x 10 . 
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Because of uncertainties in the expected pion spectrum, 

Klems, Hlldebrand, and Stiening"*" could not determine whether 

this prediction was contradicted by their experiment, but 

the limits on K+ -*• TT+VV now appear sufficiently low for a 

wide enough variety of possible spectra to exclude this 

theory, at least for a 300 GeV cutoff. 

66 
Okubo has proposed a theory which incorporates an 

apparent octet rule into the structure of the hadronic cur

rents. The intermediate bosons of this theory have a strong 

interaction among themselves, but only weak or electro

magnetic interactions with known particles. The normal weak 

interactions are second-order in the semi-weak coupling 

+ + — 
constant g. K -> IT vv occurs by a pure CP odd amplitude of 

order g3; Singh and Wolfenstein point out that the pion 

+ + spectrum will be, like that from K -+ ir°e v, of the vector 

48 form. Calculations based on this model result in a pre-

dieted K -> IT vv branching ratio of 3 x 10~7 for a cutoff 

A = 4 GeV. This corresponds to our 70% confidence level 

upper limit. 

This model has been further developed by Marshak, 

Yang, and Rao.^ In this version the |Al| = 1/2 rule for 

strangeness-changing decays is automatic in lowest order and 

gross CP violation is expected in decays involving induced 

neutral leptonic currents. Assuming a boson mass 
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*1* *t 
» 5 GeV, they find a branching ratio for K •> IT vv vi 

3 x 10-7, again at the 70% confidence level for our ro;'<'J'^-

In the latest version of the strong cubic inter-

59 mediate vector boson model, due to Marshak, the conse

quences of the model are stated in terms of a parameter 2 

-(3/8"rr)g cos 0 where 0 is the Cabibbo angle, G//2 = g /f"y> 

and G is the Fermi constant. In terms of this paramet'?/"# 

Marshak finds 

r(K+ - «+vv) „ 2|b|2_ 
T(K -> ir°e v) 

We note again that this theory predicts a vector pion ;*pec~ 

trum. Using our limit for this spectrum, we find |z[2 ^ 

5.8 x 10~® (90% confidence). This results in |z| < 

2.4 x 10~3, | g| < 2.1 x 10~2 , and m^ < 6.1 GeV, which 

somewhat more restrictive that Marshak's estimates \ z \  * *  

(3 - 5) x 10~3, g » 3 x 10-2, and mw « 10 GeV. 

The primary question, of course, is what this '"plies 

for other reactions. Very little restriction is plac-';'; on 

K+ 7r+e+e~ or K+ TT+vi+y~ due to the lack of knowled*i'; not 

only of the weak amplitude, but also of the relative p' 

between weak and electromagnetic amplitudes. Both of "'•'•ese 

reactions are expected to occur with branching ratios 

tween 10~G and 10-8, which is compatible with experir.ft.'• 
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Much more restrictive are the limitations on 

+ — + — 
K£ s •> y y . For K° ->- y y , the appropriate expression is 

r(K»  •  i) + m")  
r(K| -  a l l )  =  ° - 0 2  lzl* <  1 - 2  *  1 0 ~ '  

23 which is below the present experimental upper limit of 

4 x 10-7 . The expression for Kj? decay is 

r (K?  •»  v
+ u")  

r (K°  *  a l l )  =  "  *  1 0 " 5  -  4 ' 9  x  1 0 " s l z | )  •  

For the lower limit |z| s o, this gives a branching ratio 

limit of < 4.9 x 10~9 which is compatible with experiment. 

Substituting our limit |z| < 2.H x 10~3, however, results in 

a K£ y+y~ branching ratio lower limit of 3.4 x 10 9 which 

is higher than the 90% confidence level upper limit obtained 

by Clark et alTo match their limit of 2 x 10~9 for this 

branching ratio would require |z| > 5.2 x 10-3, a branching 
•|* m . _ n 

ratio for K° + y y of > 5.1 x 10 , and a branching ratio 

for K+ ir+vv of > 2.6 x 10~6 . Both of these branching 

ratios are definitely excluded by experiment. 

Another intermediate vector boson model has been 

68 proposed by Okubo and Bade. This model involves a triplet 

or octet of intermediate bosons similar to those of the 

strong cubic models above. The strangeness-changing hadronic 

neutral current is J = yV - BA. The |AI| = 1/2 rule of 



strangeness-changing processes and the |AI| = 0,1 rule of 

strangeness-conserving processes are automatic. K£ -> y+y~ 

is forbidden at least to lowest order. K° -»• yy occurs via 

the axial vector portion of the interaction. The experl-
p O — 

mental upper limit on this branching ratio (< 4 x 10~7) 

and the theoretical lower limit of Gaillard^ (> 1.6 x 10~7) 

imply 3*7 x 10~5 < B2 < 9*3 x 10~5. In a similar manner, 

our limit on K+ ir+vv implies y2 < 1*1 x 10 5. This ex

cludes the possibility that the strangeness-changing 

hadronic neutral current could be exactly V - A and, in 

conjunction with the rate calculation of Pakvasa and 

Simon,allows for a K+ •* ir+e+e~ branching ratio as low as 

2.2 x 10~7 . Present limits are not sufficient to exclude 

this model. 

An additional model has been developed by 

71 Mohapatra. In terms of this model's parameter <j>, 

Mohapatra finds 

r(K+ •> TT+VV) _ sin <j)L 2 r(K+ 7r°e+v) 

r(K+ -> all) *-sin r(K+ -> all) 

where 0 is the Cabibbo angle. Since a resolution of the 

K£ -*• y+y~ puzzle requires <J> « 3 x 10 3, our limit <j> < 

7.5 x 10-lt would seem to exclude this model. 

A number of other intermediate vector boson theories 

72-74 have been proposed. These theories at least strongly 
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suppress and often forbid the appearance of neutral current 

interactions. Nothing in our result contradicts these 

models. 

Symmetry Models 

75-77 A number of theories have been proposed which 

make use of various observed and possible interaction sym

metries. Most of these models exclude AS f 0 neutral cur

rent processes. An exception is the theory of Hayashi et 

al."^ which assumes only SU(2) invariance of the hadronic 

matrix elements. Their conclusion is that present experi

mental information does not exclude |AS| =1 neutral cur

rents with a "milli-weak" coupling. Since they suggest that 

K+ -»• TT+VV should occur at a level of > 10~7, our result does 

not affect their conclusion. 

Heavy Lepton Models 

There has been continued interest in the question of 

whether there exist leptons heavier than the muon. To date, 

no such leptons have been unambiguously observed. Recently, 
7 Q Qn 

Ramm ' has reported observations which may indicate the 

existence of new charged and neutral leptons having the 

quantum numbers of the muon and masses of approximately ^30 

MeV. A model based on these observations has been developed 

by Vancura.^ 
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In this model, K+ ->• TT+VV occurs via the two-step 

+ + + H— + 
decay K -»• Y^VJ Y^ -*• IT V. Using the pion spectrum for Y^ 

k  f \  decay in flight given by Singh and Wolfenstein, we find an 
-j-

upper limit on the K -»• TT VV branching ratio by this process 

of 5.2 x 10"7. 

In order to express this as a limit on the decay 

•j* -j* y  
K -*• ŷ v, we use Vancura's calculations of the relative 

+ probabilities of various y^ decay modes. He finds that 

+ + + 
r(yjj ->• e vv) / r(yH •> ir v) = 0.192 and that other decay modes 

+ + * 
are suppressed relative to y^ -»• ir v by factors > 10 . This 

and our limit imply r(K+ -v y*v)/r(K+ •> y+v) < 9.5 x 10~7 as 

compared with Ramm's estimate of ~ 0.05- Our limit would 

seem to be strong evidence against the existence of a 

charged lepton at this mass. 

Singh and Wolfenstein have also considered the 

possibility of heavy leptons. Particular attention is paid 

to leptons having a mass very near the K+ mass. For a lep-

+ + — ton mass m^ = 0.999 mK, they compute a K -* TT vv branching 

ratio of 6 x 10~5. Our limit for this case is 2.7 x 10-7. 

This reinforces their conclusion that, assuming canonical 

weak couplings, a heavy lepton must have a mass 

mK > mL > mK ~ 0*03 MeV. 
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Renormalizable Models 

A consistent problem of weak Interaction theories 

has been their lack of renormalizability. Recently, a great 

deal of attention has been given to a class of models pro-

81 82 posed by Weinberg and shown by 't Hooft to be renormal

izable. In this theory, the Lagrangian of the weak and 

electromagnetic Interactions obeys a gauge symmetry which is 
qo gi| 

spontaneously broken by the Higgs-Kibble ' mechanism. 

The Lagrangian remains gauge invariant. The weak interac

tions are mediated by massive vector bosons and the electro

magnetic interactions by massless photons; the photon and 

intermediate bosons are the gauge particles of the original 

gauge symmetry. The spontaneously broken gauge symmetry may 

act as a seemingly intrinsic symmetry breaking for the 

strong interactions. 

Models of this sort are potentially of great 

85 experimental interest as B. W. Lee has suggested that a 

renormalizable weak interaction model must have neutral cur

rents and/or heavy leptons, though these effects may be 

suppressed. In one version of this theory in particular, 

86 Weinberg suggests that strangeness-changing neutral cur

rents can be eliminated in a model invariant under SU(4) x 
O rj 

SU(4). Freund, however, has pointed out that a gauge 

theory of weak and electromagnetic interactions based on a 

group containing SUC*!) is possible only if lepton and/or 



baryon number are not exactly conserved or if there exist 

particles that cannot be built of quarks, leptons and gauge 

bosons. Considering the most experimentally attractive of 

these possibilitiesj that lepton number might not be con

served, the absence of neutral currents might be accompanied 

by the existence of processes such as neutrino-less double 

beta decay and muonium-antimuonium conversion. 

88 A recent version of this theory uses a Lagrangian 

invariant under SU(3) x SU(3). The leptons form a 

Konopinski-Mahmoud triplet p+, v, e~. The model involves 

two symmetry breakings, a superstrong breaking of SU(3) x 

SU(3) down to SU(2) x U(l) and an ordinary breaking of 

SU(2) x U(l) down to electromagnetic gauge invariance. The 

breaking of SU(2) x U(l) is due to the extremely large 

masses (suggested > 200 GeV) given to most of the vector 

bosons by the superstrong breaking of SU(3) x SU(3). 

This model has a number of attractive aspects. The 

SU(3) x SU(3) character is similar to the approximate 

symmetry of the strong interactions. Further, this group 

leads to a fixed ratio of coupling constants, which in turn 

leads to unambiguous values of the masses of the charged (W) 

and neutral (Z) intermediate bosons. (Weinberg finds ity = 

7^.6 GeV and m^ = 86.2 GeV.) The superheavy bosons cause 

these masses through their breaking of SU(2) x U(l). The 

same mechanism is responsible for an electron mass of order 
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am^ (the neutrino is protected from gaining a mass) and for 

the suppression of neutral current effects. 

The difficulty in applying this theory to experiment 

is that the theory is not yet sufficiently developed to pre

dict possible branching ratios and interference effects. We 

await the opportunity to use our results to aid in the-

further delineation of the theory. 

An Additional Speculation 

An old idea that has recently been rejuvenated is 

that the photon might be expressible as a neutrino-

89—Qi} 
antineutrino composite. * In particular, Bandyopadhyay 

95 96 and Chaudhuri, and Perkins have shown how this can be 

done while avoiding the statistics and polarization diffi

culties which plagued earlier efforts. The relevant ques

tion for this investigation is, to what extent does an 

emitted vv pair couple as a photon? (Presumably, the vv 

coupling would conserve lepton number.) Any such coupling 

•F -J- — — 
would reduce the rate for K -»• ir vv since such coupled-vv 

events would appear as K+ -> TT+Y (forbidden by angular 

momentum conservation). 

97 This model has recently been extended by Perkins 

to suggest that the pion might also be a fermion-antifermion 

composite, with the ir° being the vv composite with m = 0 and 

the y being the composite with m = ± 1. The model is 

deficient in that only a massless pion has been constructed 
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so far and no mechanism has been suggested which would endow 

a composite formed of weakly-interacting particles with 

strong interactions. If these difficulties can be overcome, 

this model could provide an attractive basis for a unified 

theory of interactions. The apparent parallelism between 

98 99 quarks and leptons * would become obvious as the quarks 

would be leptons. The properties of the strong, electro

magnetic and weak interactions would presumably mirror those 

of the basic interaction which causes leptons to form mesons 

and baryons. In addition, such a theory would provide a 

mechanism for the suppression or exclusion of neutral cur-

+ + — 
rent effects as, for example, K + u vv would appear as 

+ + 
K -> 7T y (still forbidden by angular momentum conservation) 

.,+ + 0 or K -> ir ir° . 
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